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春(Tony) 1，此题出现在7月北京，上海，广州等城市。其实

就是几种媒体的利与弊。What disadvantages will people meet if

they cannot use computers? What should our government

do?Computer plays a very important role in peoples work and life.

We cannot imagine what our world would be like without computer.

With the popularization of computer knowledge, more and more

people can use computer. But there are still others who are not

familiar with it. From my point of view, I think they will confront a

lot of trouble and difficulties.Firstly, most machines and equipment

are controlled by computer nowadays, for example, automobile

industry, manufacturing, power station and even airplanes, which

can improve the efficiency of our work. If a person cannot use

computer, he will have difficulty in operating machines. It is hard to

imagine that a pilot can fly an airplane without intimate knowledge of

computer. Without knowing computer knowledge, people will not

fit in with the rhythm of our society.Secondly, people can acquire

rich information on computer through Internet, is abundant in

valuable information. We can get a lot of information about world

events, arts, movies and the latest development of science and

technology. If a person cannot use computer, you will be out of

fashion and lag far behind the others. Finally, computer plays a very

important role in education. For instance, students have to revise



their thesis when they are fulfilling their thesis. Without a computer,

the revision work will be very tedious. In addition, students can study

some long-distance courses on computer through Internet, which

can enlarge their knowledge.Taking into account of the

disadvantages people will meet, I think the government should do

something to popularize computer knowledge. Firstly, the

government and the authorities concerned should popularize

computer knowledge in primary schools and secondary schools.

Secondly, the society and the communities should organize some

training courses to the people who cannot use computer. To sum up,

in the rapidly developing society, if people cannot use computer,

they will meet many difficulties in their work and life.nbsp；nbsp；
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